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New FAPIA President Jimmy Farach Helps Association 
Achieve Goals through Strong Industry Knowledge 
and Solid Business Relationships 
In our final issue of 2017, The Journal of Public 
Adjusting is proud to provide our readers with 
another of our exclusive interviews with insurance 
industry leaders. This time we are speaking with 
longtime FAPIA board member Jimmy Farach 
who has recently taken on a new role as FAPIA 
president. 

The Journal of Public Adjusting: You have been 
a licensed contractor since 1993 and have worked 
in the insurance business since 1995. Please share 
some career highlights and how they led you to a 
career in public adjusting. 

Jimmy Farach: My father Juan J. Farach has been a 
registered architect since 1976, and as a result, I was 
brought up in and around building construction 
as it was always the family business. Early in my 
career, I was hired by independent adjusting firms 
to write damage reports and building estimates. 
I would interact with many insurance carrier 
claim managers and witnessed first-hand how 
the insurance industry handled property claims. 
At the same time, our general contracting firm 
would interact with public adjusters at inspections 
which introduced me to the idea of a future in 
policyholder advocacy. 

Early on, I represented a client (husband and 
wife) on a fire loss claim. The insurer had paid an 
undisputed payment (forty cents on the dollar) and 
our firm successfully recovered policy limits within 
60 days. That’s when it became clear to me how 
essential it is for policyholders to be able to have 
the option of professional representation. I knew 
then I would make a career successfully helping 

policyholders maneuver the 
claim process.

Each time I represent an 
insured on an underpaid or 
denied claim and get them 
the results they needed 
to recover financially, it 
reminds me about how 
fulfilling a career in public 
insurance adjusting can 
be. I have worked numerous 
catastrophic claims as well 
as thousands of daily claims 
securing my Florida public adjuster license in 2000.  
I am now licensed in seven other states.

The Journal of Public Adjusting: What are some 
key events that have occurred during your time as a 
FAPIA board member?

Jimmy Farach: I have served our industry on 
the FAPIA board since 2007, and I am very 
proud of the important work that has been 
done for our industry through the leadership of 
our FAPIA board of directors.  Most notably, 
FAPIA successfully defended the public adjusting 
industry’s commercial free speech rights in a 
successful Supreme Court challenge to the 
unconstitutional ruling on the 48 Hour solicitation 
ban. Additionally, FAPIA was involved in the 
repeal of the unconstitutional SB 408 Citizens 
Property Insurance Legislation that placed unfair 
limitations and fee caps on representation for 
policyholders including barring policyholders from 
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Nexus 2018 Slated for January 29-31
Convention Offers IICRC CE Credits for Restoration and 
Professional Cleaning-Related Industries
The Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino 
in Las Vegas, Nevada, is the location of 
the Nexus 2018 convention taking place 
January 29-31, 2018. Here’s a look at a 
couple of the education seminars being 
offered. At Nexus 2018, you’ll have the 
opportunity to earn 2 IICRC CECs. 
Seminar topics include: 

Best Practices of Successful 
Restoration
This class will cover the following 
topics: securing the emergency phone 
call; winning over the insured; planting 
your flag and displaying ownership of 
the jobsite; and communicating with the 
desk and field adjuster.

Presenter: Gil L’Hommedieu,  
Net Claims Now

Refining Your Fire-Damage Job
Fire damage is the most sophisticated 
of the property restoration disciplines. 
Fire is also arguably the most profitable, 
and understanding this trade benefits 
all abatement and restoration PROs 
because fire touches so many elements 
of structures, and the larger the job, the 
more expert partners are needed for 
success. Fire inherently involves skill 

sets including demolition, containment, 
and hazardous materials like asbestos 
and lead. Fire also involves finish work 
like putback sheetrock, reinsulation 
and painting. Fire is similar to water 
and mold damage in that removal of the 
combustion contaminants is paramount. 
Unique to fire is how insidious the 
pervasive return of smoke odor can 
be, and how expensive odor can make 
avoidable call backs to the job. Training, 
education, and expert support from 
suppliers and manufacturers is critical 
– especially when choosing chemicals. 
The chemistry choices among cleaners, 
disinfectants, odor counteractants 
and sealers often make the difference. 
The first fire damage standard is now 
imminent in 2018, and the presentation 
will provide an up to the moment update 
on the status of the new fire standard, 
and issues of existing certifications and 
training new fire professionals.

Presenter: Cole Stanton, Fiberlock
For registration and other convention 
information, visit:

http://www.cvent.com/events/nexus-2018/
event-summary-766392c50ad144f9bd0410a
0d9543b92.aspx?RefID=Website.  ³
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Exclusive 
Interview 
with New 
FAPIA 
President 
Jimmy Farach, 
NOAA Year-

End Atlantic Hurricane 
Season Summary and 
Nexus 2018
Our final issue of 2017 looks ahead to a very 
exciting 2018 for public adjusting and other 
insurance-related industries. 

Leading off, we have an exclusive interview 
with new FAPIA president Jimmy Farach 
who shares in-depth information on his 
long, well-rounded career along with 
what’s in store legislatively next year for the 
association and the PA industry as a whole. 

Next, we are publishing excerpts from 
NOAA’s recently released 2017 year-end 
Atlantic hurricane season summary. The 
report features some interesting facts on  
the most active hurricane season since 2005 
and some fascinating key NOAA activities 
this year.

Finally, for our restoration readers, we 
have information on next month’s Lexus 
2018 convention taking place in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. 

All of us at The Journal of Public Adjusting 
would like to wish you a happy holiday 
season. We appreciate your continued 
support this year and look forward to you 
joining us in 2018. 

Thank you for helping to make us a success,
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NOAA Issues 2017 Atlantic Hurricane Season Year-End Summary 
November 30 marked the official end of the 2017 Atlantic hurricane 
season. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), the season produced 17 named storms of 
which 10 became hurricanes, including six major hurricanes, which 
are classified as Category 3, 4 or 5. The season also produced the 
first two major hurricanes to hit the continental U.S. in 12 years.

NOAA’s 2017 Atlantic Hurricane Season Year-End Summary 
states that based on the Accumulated Cyclone Energy index, which 
measures the combined intensity and duration of the storms during 
the season and is used to classify the strength of the entire hurricane 
season, 2017 was the seventh most active season in the historical 
record dating to 1851 and was the most active season since 2005. 

The three major hurricanes that made landfall were Harvey in 
Texas, Irma in the Caribbean and southeastern U.S., and Maria 
in the Caribbean and Puerto Rico. Harvey was also the first major 
hurricane to hit the U.S. since Wilma struck Florida in October 2005.

NOAA states that supporting the accurate forecasts is an array of 
essential observations that are processed by high-resolution models 

run by powerful supercomputers – all of which are underpinned by 
research.

Key NOAA activities this season include:

 � NOAA aircraft flew more than 500 hours to support 
forecasting, research and emergency response. Scientists 
with NOAA Research flew on the aircraft to gather the data 
used to 
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being able to pay a fee for services on the 
initial part of a claim. 

We have also worked hard to build a strong 
business relationship with our regulatory 
agency, DFS, as well as the fraud task force 
and the insurance consumer advocate’s 
office since now Representative Sean Shaw 

held the position. Our ambassador program 
and the relationships we’ve managed to 
build with our regulators, local elected 
officials and members of the media are 
invaluable.  

The Journal of Public Adjusting: Please 
share highlights of FAPIA’s 2018 legislative 
agenda. What are the biggest issues facing 
the industry this year? 

Jimmy Farach: Managed repair reform is 
a big legislative ask because the industry 
has been touting it for so long as a cost 
saving measure that reduces premiums.  

But we are hearing far too many horror 
stories about policyholders who didn’t 
know what they were getting into when 
they bought homeowners insurance with 
forced Managed Repair Programs (MRP).  
People’s Trust Insurance has now started 
to sue its own policyholders if they dispute 
participating in their MRP through their 
sister company, Rapid Response Team.  
We expect the story about this inherent 
conflict of interest to continue to gain 
traction before and during the legislative 
session as more policyholders speak out 
about their MRP concerns post Irma.  

We will also continue to track trends 
regarding the unlicensed practice of public 
adjusting and are bringing concerns 
about premature proof of loss demands 
that are being made, particularly on some 
commercial losses. Post Irma claims 
handling is being monitored, and we 
encourage you to continue to report any bad 
behavior to FAPIA at https://www.fapia.
net/report-uppa.html. 

The Journal of Public Adjusting: What do 
you hope to achieve in your term as FAPIA 
president?  

Jimmy Farach: Under my presidency, 
FAPIA will continue to build on the 
relationships we have cultivated on the 
legislative and regulatory front.  We will 
continue to work closely with our stellar 
lobby team during session and work to 
continue to build relationships with state- 

wide media, both TV and print. Right now, 
we are collecting data on Hurricane Irma 
aftermath and claim issues that we can 
highlight during the legislative session.  I 
am focused on representing our industry 
and making sure that every public adjuster 
in Florida understands that FAPIA is 

the most important business resource 
they could ask for. I want every practicing 
public adjuster in our great state to become 
a FAPIA member to take advantage of 
everything we have to offer and to help 
strengthen our industry, bringing everyone 
together with one, united voice. Every 
public adjuster reading this message should 
check out www.fapia.net today and become 
a member. 

Watch for frequent articles on FAPIA 
throughout 2018 in The Journal of Public 
Adjusting.  ³
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generate accurate forecasts of the 
storms’ paths and catastrophic rainfall 
forecasts. Meanwhile, unmanned 
aircraft and underwater drones 
probed Hurricane Maria’s eyewall, 
soared at 60,000 feet over Hurricane 
Harvey and dove through the storm-
churned waters of the tropical Atlantic 
and Caribbean to gather unique 
insights on the storms. Experimental 
NOAA forecast models run during 
the storms continue to push the 
frontiers of weather forecasting skill 
in storm track, intensity and rainfall 
amounts. Researchers are now 
assessing how this data may improve 
hurricane prediction in the future.

 � Forecasters accessed pre-operational 
imagery from its new geostationary 
satellite, GOES-16, to track storms 
with greater detail than ever before. 
GOES-16 will become operational 
next month and will be renamed 
GOES-East. NOAA launched its 
newest polar-orbiting satellite, JPSS-1, 
earlier this month and will launch 
GOES-S next spring. Together, these 
satellites will provide a significant 
boost to hurricane monitoring for the 
2018 season.

 � NOAA’s National Water Center in 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, supported local 
officials in Texas during Hurricane 
Harvey by providing specialized 

and supplemental “worst case” river 
flooding maps for a region that would 
experience days of excessive rainfall. 
This tailored decision, coupled with 
accurate and consistent warnings 
of historic rainfall and catastrophic 
flooding from NOAA’s Weather 
Prediction Center, allowed Texas 
emergency managers to stage 
resources, recovery encampments, 
evacuation areas, and other relief 
activities safely outside the areas of 
likely flooding.

 � NOAA’s National Ocean Service 
(NOS) provided crucial information 
and expertise before, during and 
after all of the storms. Leading up 
to and throughout the storms, NOS 
issued Storm QuickLooks which 
provide near real-time coastal and 
weather data. Once the storms passed, 
NOS collected more than 65,000 
post-storm aerial images in priority 

areas to assess damage to coastal 
areas, covering more than 9,200 
square miles. NOS also provided 
emergency hydrographic services at 
affected port areas. This data was 
used to detect potential hazards that 
could delay the delivery of emergency 
supplies and maritime commerce and 
help the U.S. Coast Guard to make 
decisions on reopening ports.

 � NOAA’s National Weather Service 
and National Hurricane Center 
successfully launched new Storm 
Surge Watches and Warnings in 
2017 for the Atlantic and Gulf coasts 
of the U.S. Despite a record three 
landfalling category 4 hurricanes, 
there are currently no known deaths 
from storm surge in the United States. 
NHC also issued new Potential 
Tropical Cyclone advisories on 
seven systems in the Atlantic basin 
that allowed the timely issuance of 
watches and warnings for land areas. 
All but one of these systems went on 
to develop into a tropical storm or 
hurricane.

The 2018 Atlantic hurricane season 
officially begins on June 1. NOAA’s Climate 
Prediction Center will provide its initial 
seasonal outlook in May.

For more information on the 2017 hurricane 
season, visit www.noaa.gov.  ³

The Journal of Public Adjusting is published by HL Law Group. Our editor welcomes your input. If you 
have a question, suggestion, comment or article contribution, please e-mail us at info@hllawgroup.com.
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